As we’ve seen, the Urantia Book tells quite a tale about mass and matter, and
dark islands that go boom.
Central to this story are new foundations for the vast [mass of matter] that
science currently can measure, but not yet see.
To finish off, let’s see what these new foundations imply for our ancient
superuniverse, Orvonton.
Let’s begin with what astronomy has currently discovered about our local place
in space.
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In 2014, astronomer Marshall McCall [*] presented a paper that revealed
interesting constraints on our speculations: his so-called Council of Giants. This
“Council” is an apparent ring of giant galaxies, surrounding the Milky Way.
Two things in this paper caught my attention:
From the abstract, page 1: “It appears that the development of the giants of the
Local Sheet was guided by a pre-existing flattened framework of matter.”
And from page 7: “The Council appears to be in radial equilibrium with respect
to the Local Group, …”

[*] Marshall McCall, York University
http://phys.org/news/2014-03-astronomers-earth-universe-councilgiants.html#jCp
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Let’s have a look at what McCall found. Mapping the distribution of all bright
galaxies within about 20 million light years, …
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… he found a ring of giant galaxies (shown in orange), with a radius of about 10
million light years, surrounding the Milky Way.
This ring of galaxies appears to be centered on a point 2 or 3 million light years
from us, in the direction of Sagittarius.
Let’s add this center to the plot. And for reference, this is the Milky Way
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Here’s a view from the side, indicating the degree of “flatness” he found for this
“council of galaxies”.
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And from page 7:
"The Council appears to be in radial equilibrium with respect to the Local Group,"
(p.7)
It’s the fact that this arrangement “appears to be stable” that makes this ring of
galaxies interesting.
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Of course as students of the Urantia Book we prefer ellipses to circles, so let’s
adjust McCall’s plot.
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And since we’re interested in our place on this map, let’s highlight the Milky Way
with a second, nested ellipse, sharing this same center.
For reference,
 Andromeda (M31) is here,
 these are a couple of giant ellipticals,
 up here is M64 [ *note revised distance ],
 and down here is the famous “Silver Dollar” spiral – NGC 253 in the Sculptor
Group.
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But here’s our old problem. In paper 15 section 3, the author states:
“If you could look upon the superuniverse of Orvonton from a position fardistant in space, you would immediately recognize the ten major sectors of the
seventh galaxy.” (167.20, 15:3.4)
Well, here’s a current “artist’s impression” of the view from above… but neither
10 major sectors, nor 7 superuniverses, seem obvious in this plot.
At this point, readers generally see two alternatives. Either discard the Urantia
Book’s astronomical scheme altogether. Or revise the scale – let this entire
region be just one small part of Orvonton; or one corner of Nebadon, or… [insert
preferred scheme here].
I’d like to try a different tack.
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What we have here is a “region of interest”.
It’s interesting not only because this is our neck of the woods, but also because
the Urantia Book describes a significant “center” which might fit quite neatly
here in the middle of McCall’s “Council”.
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But before we add nether Paradise to the mix, let’s warm up by reminding
ourselves what the Urantia Book has to say about the spirals of “outer space”.
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Once again, here’s NGC 253, the famous “Silver Dollar” galaxy with about 100
billion stars.
Recall that at optical frequencies – we see something like [this].
Actually, these classic spirals are surprisingly thin; if we rotate this “Silver Dollar”
to be edge on, and look in the near infrared, those 100 billion stars would look
something like [this]:
Ratio of width to height, about 100 : 1. That’s like a DVD.
When you pause to consider just how thin these spirals are, it can be quite a
surprise!
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So this is what native astronomers can see. As I mentioned before, the Urantia
Book calls this visible, electromagnetically bright stuff gravita.
And here again are those missing pieces the Urantia Book adds:
 ultimata,
 segregata,
 absoluta,

... introducing “Force Organizers” who spin up these vast “cyclones of space”.
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It’s the evolution of these “cyclones of space” that the Urantia Book reveals.
From cyclone of segregata; to rotating pool of (dark and massive) ultimata; to
disk of gravita within which a spiral of stars can form.
Recall that a dark rotating disk of energy-mass is just the sort of thing our
standard models predict, but (currently) can’t prove.

Here’s a good place to point out one more thing: the Urantia Book story includes two distinct
types of material gravity. One is an absolute, global kind that depends simply on the number of
ultimatons. The other is called interactive or linear. This second type depends on local
interactions between gravita and this ancestral, primordial charge. Notice that if material gravity
really does have two such distinct components, this would explain why physicists have had such a
hard time trying to make a single equation fit two absolutely distinct effects.
Here we see why this pool of ultimata is both massive and dark. It’s massive because ultimatons
define the mass which responds to this absolute type of gravity; and it’s dark because raw
ultimata has no electric charge… no electric charge means no (electromagnetic) light.
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So, while [this] may be what native astronomers observe,
something more like [this] is what a Solitary Messenger might see, “as they pass
by…”
And it’s worth repeating that bit about how segregata serves as a medium in
which particles of light appear to wave… [ redshift ?]

Ok, let’s take another look at McCall’s council of giants …
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…but this time through the eyes of a Force Organizer.
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Once again, this is our region of interest.
And here’s our pair of landmarks, the Milky Way and Andromeda.
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So far, nothing controversial.
Now, in paper 15 section 4 (170.1, 15:4.7) we read that Andromeda (M31) lies
“outside the inhabited superuniverse”. And in paper 12 section 1 (129.11,
12:1.13) they mention "the present ragged edge of the grand universe”.
So, given this arrangement, with a center about [here], and Andromeda about
[here], seems logical to add that “ragged edge” about [here]. Notice that at this
scale, it doesn’t much matter if the Andromeda spiral is one or two million light
years away. Here I’ve used two million.
And just to confirm, this idea of galaxies being embedded in vast, invisible
massive disks is thoroughly main-stream.
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What’s less main stream is how our “region of interest” becomes “grand
universe space”. Let’s review the Urantia Book story, which I understand goes
something like this:
Long before this inner ring of outer space comes online, the mother of all force
organizers – nether paradise itself – spins up the first cyclone of space. This
“ragged edge” marks the outline of this original sheet of segregata, the
“primordial force charge of [grand universe] space.” (122.4, 11:5.4)
Thus McCall’s “Council of Giants” becomes the inner fringe of a “first outer space
level”.
What we’re considering here is not how gravity may have nudged our local
cluster into place over 10 or 20 billion years. What we’re about to explore is the
idea that the Urantia Book’s 70 major sectors of grand universe space formed
within a single, elliptical, homogenous sheet of segregata, force-organized – at
the dawn of time – by nether paradise itself.
Question is: can we fit a grand universe in here?
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Let’s zoom in and take a look.
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All this segregata and ultimata are invisible, so let’s clear the decks, and try to get
a sense of scale.
Switching back to optical…
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… here’s Andromeda and the Milky Way.
This major axis spans say 8 million light years, and to be consistent with current
estimates, let’s call this distance to Andromeda about 2 million light years, and
about 3 million to the center.
Ok, so far so good.
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But then in paper 32 section 2, a weird number pops up: 200,000.
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200,000 light years? Where does this fit in?
(359.8, 32:2.11) “From Jerusem, the headquarters of Satania, …
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“… it is over two hundred thousand light-years to the physical center of the
superuniverse of Orvonton, far, far away in the dense diameter of the Milky
Way.”
To the physical center of Orvonton? That’s 170,000 light years past the
rotational center of the Milky Way. Are the authors saying that Orvonton has
some… unexpected shape?
Well, in paper 15 section 3, they do say:
“… and the length far greater than the breadth.” (167.18, 15:3.2)

(167.18, 15:3.2) From the astronomical position of Urantia, as you look through the cross section
of near-by systems to the great Milky Way, you observe that the spheres of Orvonton are
traveling in a vast elongated plane, the breadth being far greater than the thickness and the
length far greater than the breadth.
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And later in the same section, they say: “The local universes are in closer
proximity as they approach Havona; the circuits are greater in number, and there
is increased superimposition, layer upon layer.” (168.12, 15:3.16)
The point being that this architectural, artificial arrangement of major sectors is
nothing like what should expect to find in [the outer space levels].
And let’s not forget that the source and center of both gravity and space sits
somewhere about [here].

Makes me wonder if this is this where Force Organizers first learned their craft, spinning up miniature
spirals in the pre-existing force charge of grand universe space. Like our own ancient Andronover, with a
mere one million stars, as described in paper 57. Was Andronover a finger exercise for associate force
organizer #811,307, as he learned to manipulate segregata?
(651.5) 57:1.3 987,000,000,000 years ago associate force organizer and then acting inspector number
811,307 of the Orvonton series, traveling out from Uversa, reported to the Ancients of Days that space
conditions were favorable for the initiation of materialization phenomena in a certain sector of the, then,
easterly segment of Orvonton.
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Let’s run with this, and see where it leads.
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If Orvonton really is something like this,
• sitting in relation to Havona something like this,
• and if the other 6 superuniverses are similar,
• and if that “ragged outline” of grand universe space fits something like this,
• and that the whole plot is embedded in a sheet of segregata, the primordial
force-charge of grand universe space,
… then the Urantia Book story implies that before these superuniverses formed,
there must have been ancestral pools of “ultimata”.
But ultimata is massive – it has “Paradise response”.
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Those familiar with Einstein’s “faint glimpse” (relativity), will recall the two types
of curvature, Ricci and Weyl, that are said to shape the distribution of energymass.
Well, given a trillion years of the tidal effects of Weyl curvature acting on these
pools of ultimata, these pools of dark mass will be stretched out, and curved.
It’s within this orbiting distribution of invisible ultimata, within these rotating,
extruded pools of dark mass, that gravita forms. And it’s gravita that “Power
Directors” turn into those spirals of stars.
All of which leads to a surprising distribution of potentials:
(164.1, 15:0.1) “… The Seven Master Spirits radiate their influence out from the
central Isle, thus constituting the vast creation one gigantic wheel, the hub being
the eternal Isle of Paradise, the seven spokes the radiations of the Seven Master
Spirits, the rim the outer regions of the grand universe.”
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Let’s assume this Grand Universe sheet of segregata is about 8 million light years
wide. As we’re about to see, the Milky Way has an effective infrared profile
about 1,000 light years thick.
But this Grand Universe system lies in a plane; so if the effective infrared profiles
of each of these “superuniverse subsystems” is much the same (say 1,000 light
years thick), then that’s a ratio of width to thickness of 8,000 : 1.
“Pause to consider.” In the Urantia Book story, the geometry of this Grand
Universe system is Bible-paper-thin.

Let’s see what this implies for astronomers trying to map the Milky Way. And for
our ancient superuniverse, Orvonton.
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Ok, so what do astronomers see.
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For almost all human history, our view of this region has been blocked by dust
and gas.
To astronomers trying to map the universe using optical telescopes, this Milky
Way was like an opaque curtain across their field of view.
Since they couldn’t see through it, they avoided looking in this direction, and this
entire band across the sky became known as “the zone of avoidance”.
But then “boffins” started putting telescopes in space.
As you know, what we see depends on how we look…
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… and when we look in the infrared, we see something like [this].
In 2003, this is what the Spitzer space telescope revealed: same old Milky Way,
just a different view.
This image shows the so-called “far infrared” (30-300 microns).

http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/outreach/Edu/Regions/irregions.html
http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu/info/277-Fast-Facts
Spitzer: 3 - 180 microns.
REGION

microns

Near-IR

1 - 5

WHAT WE SEE
Dust is transparent

Mid-IR

5 - 30

Dust warmed by starlight

Far-IR

30 - 300

Emission from cold dust
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Here’s another view, this time in the near infrared. At these wavelengths (1-5
microns), that wall of dust and gas becomes transparent, and we start to get an
idea of the true geometry of our Milky Way, and the actual distribution of its half
trillion stars.
But this is just what we can see from deep inside the disk. What if we could fly
above the disk, and get a bird’s eye view? What would this structure look like
from above?
That’s one of the [puzzles] astronomers try to [solve]. By looking at other
galaxies, and making some assumptions, …
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… their current best guess is something like this: a set of spiral arms, around a
distorted central bulge.
In other words, just another spiral galaxy, a more or less symmetrical disk of half
a trillion stars.
I mean, what else could it be?
Then again, we are stuck over here, and can actually only see part of one side of
this disk…
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... so, some uncertainty remains.
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Consider again the optical view, and those foreground clouds of dust and gas that
completely block our view.
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In the infrared, this “zone of avoidance” becomes a line, what we might call an
infrared “line of avoidance”, an almost solid wall of infrared sources running
right across the disc.
Could this narrow band still block something of interest from our view?
Let’s zoom in for a closer look.
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Transitions…
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Here again is the dusty view, and that optical zone of avoidance.
The center of the galaxy is about [here].
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Switching again to infrared, we see more clearly this dense band across the disk.
Note - the stars themselves are effectively (infrared) point sources, and don’t
really block the view. But the midplane is filled with dust, and when this dust is
warmed by nearby stars, it starts to glow.
This warm dust emits a fog that forms an opaque band. So anything lined up
behind this band – this line of infrared avoidance – will be hard for us to see.
For example, imagine another Milky Way, say 150,000 light years behind our
disk. Obviously we’d have no problem spotting something like this lurking about
the neighbourhood. But what if we rotate it edge on? Again, no problem. We
wouldn’t even need a telescope to see such a thing.
But what if we lined it up in the same plane as our disk?
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That thin black line represents the infrared projection of such a [co-planar]
neighbour onto the back of our Milky Way disk.
Could current “telescopic technique” (459.4, 41:3.10) detect such a thing?
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Imagine the Andromeda spiral in the sky.
Now rotate it edge on and drop it into the plane of the Milky Way.
Would astronomers notice it?
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And now imagine 9 such major sectors,
all formed within the same sheet of segregata,
all aligned precisely in the plane… [animate]

Now as we know…
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… what we see depends on how we look.
In 2010, when the Fermi Space Telescope showed us the gamma ray view,
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… we got quite a surprize.
Behold, the “Fermi Lobes”, two great plumes of gamma ray emissions,
apparently bulging from the center of our disk.
What chance this “Milky Way” might have a few more surprises in store?
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Summary: [To Do]

What we’re considering here is not how (linear/interactive) gravity may have nudged galaxies
around for 13 billion years. What we’re exploring is the Urantia Book story of how 70 major
sectors were “force-organized” (in place) within a sheet of segregata centered on nether
Paradise. And that this happened hundreds of billions of years before any spirals began to form
in the first outer space level. And that an ancient, central and relatively small “grand universe”
needs to be distinguished from the far younger outer space levels of a vastly larger “master
universe“.
Recall that the authors kick-start their (constrained) cosmology by describing an ancient,
ancestral, homogenous distribution of segregata, within which evolved 70 major sectors of seven
segregated superuniverse administrations. This initial (and truly ancient) distribution became the
primordial force-charge of grand universe space. It formed an annular disk surrounding Havona,
and possibly was “force-organized” by nether paradise itself,
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Native science has evolved two distinct models to help describe the material
universe. One for particle physics, and another for cosmology.
The question we’re exploring is this:
Does the Urantia Book offer anything that might help us to explain, or even to
extend, these “standard models” that native science has evolved?
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Notes 1: [To Do]
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Notes 2: [To Do]
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